High quality, physically accurate rendering at interactive rates has widespread application, but is a daunting task. We attempt to bridge the gap between high-quality offline and interactive rendering by using existing environment mapping hardware in combination with a novel Image Based Rendering (IBR) algorithm. The primary contribution lies in performing IBR in reflection space. This method can be applied to ordinary environment maps, but for more physically accurate rendering, we apply reflection space IBR to radiance environment maps. A radiance environment map pre-integrates a Bidirectional Reflection Distribution Function (BRDF) with a lighting environment. Using the reflection-space IBR algorithm on radiance environment maps allows interactive rendering of arbitrary objects with a large class of complex BRDFs in arbitrary lighting environments. The ultimate simplicity of the final algorithm suggests that it will be widely and immediately valuable given the ready availability of hardware assisted environment mapping.
INTRODUCTION
Offline rendering algorithms have to a great extent conquered physically accurate photo-realism and complex synthetic shading. A result of over twenty years of research [1, 4, 5, 12, 15, 19, 21, 23] , these techniques all solve the lighting or rendering equation [16] in some manner. The outstanding rendering challenge now becomes how to increase the performance of sophisticated shading algorithms without losing the advancements made in quality. Specifically, we are interested in interactive algorithms that change the nature and work-flow of artists, designers and scientists.
This implies that many orders of magnitude in performance improvements must be found. Traditionally, this has been accomplished by vastly simplifying the approximations used in the shading and lighting equations -resulting in a significant loss in complexity and quality. We take a modest, intermediate step toward interactive photo-realistic rendering -an algorithm that uses IBR techniques to approximate the integral lighting equation.
e-mail: fcabral,olano,nemecg@sgi.com Environment mapping is one method used to improve the realism of interactive rendering. As originally described by Newell and Blinn [1] , a simple environment map is used to quickly find reflections of distant objects from a perfectly mirrored surface. Other researchers refined this notion by generalizing the BRDF used [3, 11, 19, 21] , though some of these refinements lost the interactivity of simple environment mapping.
Another method used to bridge the gap between realism and interactivity is image based rendering [18] . IBR avoids solving the lighting equation during interactive rendering by warping existing photographs or images. These images can be thought of as radiance maps [8] , and generalized to light fields [17] and lumigraphs [10] . This works well for predefined scenes or images, but not for dynamically changing synthetic objects.
Recently Debevec [5] combined captured environment maps and synthetic objects to produce compelling renderings with both synthetic objects and image based environments. His techniques do not work at interactive rates since he computes the lighting equation integration as he renders using RADIANCE [25] .
We build upon the work of Debevec by pre-integrating the lighting equation to allow interactive rendering -in part by constraining the geometry of the global radiance environment maps. This introduces a view-dependence in the generated maps, which we overcome with a new form of IBR in reflection space. The result is interactive rendering of synthetic objects using a wide range of BRDFs in arbitrary lighting environments.
There are two primary contributions in this paper. The first is the application of IBR techniques in reflection space. We call this method reflection space IBR -even though we are not operating on normal images, nor is the result a rendered image. Second is our hybrid rendering algorithm. While we use IBR techniques, our algorithm and the nature of environment maps allows us to to use new BRDFs and new geometry not found in the original source images -thus extending the class of renderings possible with interactive IBR algorithms.
RADIANCE ENVIRONMENT MAPS
A traditional environment map records the incident radiance, L i , from each direction. The two most common representations are the sphere map and cube map. A sphere map is a view-dependent representation, equivalent to an orthographic view of a reflective sphere. Note that it is not necessary to render an orthographic view when using a sphere map, for example the sphere mapping in OpenGL 1.2 includes the appropriate correction for perspective views. A cube map is a view-independent representation, created by projecting the environment onto the faces of a cube. Other representations are also possible, for example the parabolic map used by Heidrich and Seidel [13] .
Instead of recording incoming radiance, a radiance environment map records the total reflected radiance, L r , for each possible surface orientation. It is defined by the classic lighting equa- H is the hemisphere above the surface, which varies with surface orientation (see figure 1) . Each texel in a radiance environment map captures the pre-integrated value for L r for one possible orientation of H. Since the radiance environment map is indexed by orientation, we can choose any of the storage representations used for traditional environment mapping. Figure 1 shows a sphere map representation. Heidrich and Seidel [13] use a similar technique of pre-integrating a BRDF and environment.
The pre-integrated radiance environment map introduces a couple of restrictions for rendering. Since all surface points that have a common normal use the same reflected radiance, only the lighting contribution from a distant environment can be captured, not reflections of local objects or inter-reflections of a single surface. Also, we are restricted to isotropic BRDFs; with only a single reflected radiance stored in the map per surface normal there is no way to record BRDF variation with rotation around the normal.
We also introduce an approximation to the true lighting equation. A radiance environment map is computed with a single view direction, so it is incorrect to use it with a perspective view, where the view direction changes from pixel to pixel. While graphics hardware corrects for perspective-induced changes in mirror reflection direction, this correction is not always appropriate for the radiance environment map. We render perspective views anyway and accept the (usually minor) resulting errors as part of the price for interactivity.
Obtaining Radiance Environment Maps
One method to obtain radiance environment maps is to take photographs in the desired environment of a physical sphere whose surface BRDF matches that of the target object. The photographs should be taken with a narrow field of view lens to approximate an orthographic projection and to minimize the reflection of the camera. The resulting images are the radiance environment maps, with the integration done by nature. Our algorithm requires several radiance environment maps, so we require several such images along with the camera orientation for each.
A second method is to compute the lighting integral numerically given a desired BRDF and lighting environment. The lighting environment should be known with high dynamic range for good integration results. Such environments can be captured through photographs by the methods of Debevec [6] , or rendered with a package like RADIANCE [25] . We have used six photographs or images to represent L i , arranged as a cube environment map [24] . Since the BRDF and the environment map, L i , are decoupled the lighting environment can be reused to compute L r for many different surface types. Results using maps computed in this way are shown in figure 3.
REFLECTION SPACE IBR
With conventional IBR, the light field is sampled by a discrete set of images. For our algorithm, these samples are a set of radiance environment maps taken from different viewpoints. These maps must be warped to match a new point of view, then blended together.
In addition to matching the viewpoint, the warping correlates features on the different maps. For traditional IBR, the image correlation may require only an affine or projective warp [22] . For general light fields it can require gathering light rays in a variety of discontinuous patterns [17] .
Since each point in a radiance environment map is an integration of the environment and BRDF, the warp that best correlates features in the environment can vary from BRDF to BRDF. By choosing a warp that models the BRDF well, we can significantly reduce the number of radiance environment maps required for good reconstruction. If the BRDF is a perfect mirror and the warp models it as a perfect mirror, we need only sample well enough to catch the highest frequencies in the environment. If the warp does not match the BRDF, we must sample well enough for the product of the highest frequencies in the BRDF and environment. This is because the lighting integral is essentially a convolution of the BRDF with the environment.
For BRDFs that are principally reflective, we use a warp that matches the reflection directions of the different maps. So a point on the source image warps to the point on the destination image that reflects in the same direction. Primarily diffuse BRDFs suggest a warp that matches surface normal directions. We can find a well-matched warp for any BRDF that is radially symmetric about a principal direction and does not change shape across the surface. With such a BRDF, the same area of the environment will be integrated for corresponding points from different views.
Lambertian diffuse reflection and Phong specular reflection both satisfy this restriction, but most more realistic BRDFs do not. Fortunately, since the radiance environment maps sample a smooth, continuous function, we can effectively handle a much wider class of BRDFs that are close to the symmetric ideal without requiring a large number of sample maps. For example, we have used a numerically computed BRDF with Fresnel effects and diffuse, specular and backscatter components. For this BRDF, we use a warp that matches mirror reflections. It works because the specular lobe is the only high-frequency component of the BRDF and its shape does not vary too much from texel to texel. The Fresnel effects are naturally handled by the method and the other components do not require a large number of sample maps because they are low frequency.
Once the sample maps have been warped to the new viewpoint, they must be combined with some reconstruction filter. Oppenheim and Schafer [20] describe many sampling and reconstruction choices. For simplicity and efficiency, we use linear interpolation between neighboring images. The linear interpolation uses a spherical form of barycentric weights, presented in section 3.4. Thus, for any given viewpoint, the three nearby radiance environment maps are warped and blended to create an approximation to the new map (see figure 4) .
Sampling View Directions
Certain environment map representations (e.g. cube maps) are viewpoint independent, while others (e.g. sphere maps) depend on the viewpoint. In contrast, each radiance environment map, whether it is stored in cube map, sphere map or another form, is correct for only a single viewpoint. This is because the radiance environment map captures Fresnel reflectance and other view-dependent effects.
As alluded to above, the view-dependence does limit the use of each map to only one view. This limitation is overcome by precomputing a set of maps -denoted L r;j ; j 2 f 0:::N , 1g -at various viewpoints. The unit view vectors can be thought of as points lying on a sphere. We use reflection-space IBR to reconstruct the map for rendering from the L r;j maps, but we still require reasonable coverage of the sphere of possible view directions to avoid aliasing artifacts. We have used one L r for each viewpoint defined at the vertices of an icosahedron. This number of samples has been sufficient for the environments and BRDF we have employed and is desirable because its symmetry means that each viewpoint is handled in an unbiased manner.
Map Warping
Each warp is between a source map, L r;s (from the precomputed set L r;j ) and a destination map, L r;d (for the current rendering viewpoint). Points in these maps will be called p s and p d respectively.
For each map point, p, there is a vector r along the central reflection direction of the BRDF. For Phong specular or perfect mirror reflectors, r is the geometric reflection vector. For diffuse surfaces r is the surface normal. To assist in the warp, we define an invertible function g : p ! r gp depends on both the BRDF and the map representation. It is most easily defined in terms of a local coordinate system for each map, so we also have a transformation per map to convert the local coordinate system to a common global space
The composition of these functions defines the full warp from p s to p d :
This takes a point in L r;s (defined by s and t texture coordinates for a sphere map representation). It is converted first to a 3D reflection vector in the local coordinate system associated with L r;s . This 3D
vector is transformed to the global space, then to a vector in the local coordinate system associated with L r;d . Finally, the resulting vector is converted to a point in L r;d (once again given by two texture coordinates if we use the sphere map representation).
Specific Warps
We will derive two specific warp functions. Both use a sphere-map representation for L r;s and L r;d . The first is for BRDFs where the central reflection direction is the surface normal. The second is for BRDFs where the central reflection direction aligns with the mirror reflection direction. For both warps, the local coordinate system associated with each map is aligned with the camera used to create the map. The x-axis points right, the y-axis points up and the z-axis points from the origin toward the camera. Thus transformations T s and T d are defined as 3x3 matrices with columns equal to three axes expressed in global coordinates. Performing three of these warps per texel in the target map for every rendered frame is expensive and impractical for an interactive application. A fast, accurate approximation is possible by rendering the destination sphere map as a tessellated disk. Texture coordinates at each mesh vertex are chosen according to the warping function, and the source image is used as a texture while rendering the disk into the frame buffer. To account for the non-linearity of the warp functions, the mesh is finer toward the edges of the disk and coarser near the center. The 3D coordinate system associated with the destination map changes as the view moves, but the same disk tessellation can always be used. The reflection vectors, r d , also remain constant for each mesh vertex and can be precomputed.
The piecewise linear approximation to the warp is accurate for most of the sphere map area. Because we use a sphere map representation, the mirror warp has a singularity at the limit of extreme grazing reflections around the edge of the map -the reflection direction exactly opposite the view vector. The warp equation from L r;s to L r;d fails at this singularity.
We can locate p d for the singularity by warping the problem reflection direction (the negated source map view vector) into the destination map. Near this point in the destination map, the source map will become pinched and unreliable instead of warping cleanly.
We use a simple distance from p d in the destination map to weight our confidence in the warped source image. This weight is used to fade the contribution of each source near its respective singularity. The textured disk method accelerates the warping operation in two ways. First, s and t are not explicitly calculated for all the points on the sphere map, only at the vertices of the mesh. Second, a major bottleneck in performing the warp is accessing memory associated with the source and destination maps. We leverage the rendering and texturing hardware to solve this memory bottleneck.
Spherical Barycentric Interpolation
Once the warps have taken place the warped images must be blended. Our interpolation scheme is a spherical variant of classic affine barycentric interpolation, as defined in Farin [7] . Classic barycentric interpolation uses the ratio of the areas of triangles, we instead use the ratio of spherical triangles. 
RENDERING ALGORITHM
This leads to a straightforward interactive rendering algorithm. Pseudo-code for the algorithm is given here. It leverages texture mapping graphics hardware in two ways: once to perform the warping and blending between the sample images; and again using the generated sphere map in the final rendering. The interactive rendering program outlined above reads in a set of sphere maps at a prescribed set of geodesic locations along with the associated triangle faces. This decouples the interactive program from any specific choice of sphere map sampling view directions.
EXAMPLES
We have validated our technique with several examples. One is shown in figure 3 . This example shows the recently introduced Mercedes-Benz S-Class automobile in an outdoor environment. The car shows an isotropic BRDF modeling automobile paint, computed using techniques similar to that found in Gondek [9] . We modeled the clear polyurethane coat over a paint substrate containing paint particles. Using a custom offline ray tracer we directly solve the lighting integral for each point in twelve pre-computed radiance environment maps. Thus the under coat of the paint and the clear coat are both modeled with high fidelity. Each sphere map takes several minutes to create. Figure 5 shows all of the textures used to render the car example.
Our software is available online 1 . On a Silicon Graphics R Onyx2 TM InfiniteReality2 TM , the interactive viewing program runs at a sustained frame rate of 20Hz.
CONCLUSION
Interactive photo-realistic rendering is difficult to achieve because solving the lighting integral is computationally expensive. We precompute this integral into several view-dependent radiance environment maps, each of which would allow realistic rendering of arbitrary geometry from one fixed viewpoint. We dynamically create new maps for new viewpoints by combining the precomputed maps using an application of IBR techniques in reflection space. The resulting algorithm is readily implementable on most texture mapping capable graphics hardware. This technique allows rendering quality similar to that presented in Debevec [5] , but at interactive rates and from arbitrary viewpoints. Some areas of future work to improve this technique are apparent. We would like to perform the reflection-space IBR warp on a per pixel basis. We would also like to extend the range of BRDFs that can be accurately rendered. For example, we could handle arbitrary isotropic BRDFs with multiple high-frequency lobes in multiple passes, though admittedly with a loss in interactive performance. We would decompose the BRDF using a basis of symmetric lobes. Each basis function would be independently integrated with the environment and warped in a separate pass. We would also like to handle anisotropic BRDFs.
A broader area of future research is opened by the idea of reflection-space IBR. Traditional IBR could not have achieved these results; it is limited to rendering geometry contained in the source images. Traditional rendering, even using radiance environment maps, could also not have achieved these results; it could not provide the viewpoint independence without a fast way to create new intermediate maps. By applying IBR to an intermediate image representation in traditional rendering, it becomes possible to produce new algorithms that combine the strengths of both. figure 3 . Includes the environment, source radiance environment maps for several surface types on the car, and generated MIP mapped radiance environment maps.
